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08:45 – 09:00 Registration 

09:00 – 09:15 Welcome, Introduction & Background
Professor Michael Mainelli, Executive Chairman, Z/Yen Group

09:15 – 09:30 Prototype Software Demonstration
Matthew Leitch, Consultant and Researcher
Ben Morris, Developer

09:30 – 09:35 Control, Not Prediction, Matthew Leitch

09:35 – 10:15 Key Choices For This Project, Matthew Leitch
Choices about cryptocurrency features
Choices about economic environment features
Choices about human behaviour features
Choices about control mechanism features

10.15 – 10:30 Questions & Answers

10:30 Formal Close
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♦ Special – City of London’s leading commercial think-tank
♦ Services – projects, strategy, expertise on demand, 

coaching, research, analytics, modern systems
♦ Sectors – technology, finance, voluntary, professional 

services, outsourcing

➢ Independent Publisher Book Awards Finance, Investment & 
Economics Gold Prize 2012 for The Price of Fish

➢ British Computer Society IT Director of the Year 2004 for 
PropheZy and VizZy

➢ DTI Smart Award 2003 for PropheZy
➢ Sunday Times Book of the Week, Clean Business Cuisine
➢ £1.9M Foresight Challenge Award for Financial £aboratory

visualising financial risk 1997

Z/Yen



Eternal Coin Research Programme

An educative programme teaching the theory and mechanics of currencies, and 
initiating discussion on the composition of a currency which would enable sustainability. 

The Eternal Coin encompasses discussion on the composition of currencies which might, 
for example, enable sustainability. Ultimately, Eternal Coin aims to provide an online tool 
or "playpen" which will enable communities to design, create and transact with their 
own currency, whatever form that may take.

Related events
In Search of the Eternal Coin: A Long Finance View of History, Publication Launch, 
Long Finance roundtable in collaboration with Gresham College, 25 March 2010

Related articles
Malcom Cooper, Ian Harris and Michael Mainelli, "Storing Value: The Eternal Coin", IPE 
Magazine, November 2010
Michael Mainelli, " The Eternal Coin", Quintessence, BNP Paribas, Spring 2010
Michael Mainelli, " The Eternal Coin - Made From Real Money: Risks In Fiat 
Currencies", Journal of Risk Finance, volume 11, number 1, January 2010

http://www.longfinance.net/programmes/the-eternal-coin.html?id=526
http://www.zyen.com/PDF/Storing Value - The Eternal Coin.pdf
http://www.zyen.com/Articles/The Eternal Coin.pdf
http://www.zyen.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=611&Itemid=359


Terminology Evolving

♦ ledger – a record of transactions

♦ distributed – divided among several or many, in multiple 
locations

♦ mutual – shared in common, or owned by a community

♦ mutual distributed ledger (MDL) - a  record of transactions 
shared in common and stored in multiple locations

♦ mutual distributed ledger technology – a technology that 
provides an immutable record of transactions shared in 
common and stored in multiple locations

♦ blockchain - “a transaction database shared by all nodes 
participating in a system based on the Bitcoin protocol”

♦ smart ledger – MDL with embedded, executable code
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Application:
MetroGnomo – Timestamping & Datalogging



Application:
Clinical Trials
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Process OutputInput

Viable Systems Model
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Overall Project Objectives

♦ To develop an economic simulator capable of simulating 

characteristics of hypothetical cryptocurrencies, their users, 

environment, exchanges, etc.

♦ To be freely available to use online.

♦ Supporting design, development, control, and perhaps also regulation 

of cryptocurrencies.

♦ With the goal of making them genuinely useful and competitive as 

currencies and electronic payment systems, in the long term too.

♦ The first version of the simulator will be an interactive one. In future 

there will also be an ‘experimenter’ for more rigorous and automated 

explorations.



What Comes Next?

♦ Get some input on what to 

include in the simulator 

(Today)

♦ Launch an interactive 

simulator (November 2018)

♦ Launch a more powerful 

experimenter system (Q1 

2019)



This Meeting And Demonstration

♦ We must invent and prioritise the features of the simulation and hope 

you can help us today.

♦ We already have more ideas than we can build.

♦ The prototype shows the overall look and idea, but has almost none of 

the simulation details built in.

♦ Some things to see:

➢ Choose a simulation and view trials so far

➢ Run a trial in stages

➢ The same trial settings again but different results

➢ Try increasing the promotional effort



Eternal Coin

Control, Not Prediction



A Realistic Goal For Simulation

♦ Real markets and currencies are unpredictable; they are largely 

efficient markets where almost everything predictable is already built 

into the price.

♦ Prediction of cryptocurrency prices, or even their overall rise or fall, is 

unlikely to be possible.

♦ Analysing the decisions of the agents in the simulation only reinforces 

this assessment. They are very complex and influenced by many 

details.

♦ But exploring control is possible.



Illustrating The Principle

♦ The path of a sheep is hard to predict.



Illustrating The Principle

♦ But if we model its tendency to flock and back away when scared by a 

dog we can model the effect of control, to some extent.



Illustrating The Principle

♦ Different types of animal (cryptocurrency user) have different 

psychology so the same controls don’t always work.



Illustrating The Principle

♦ So we need to find other 

controls that will work better.



A Realistic Goal For Simulation

♦ Our goal is to explore control mechanisms/actions:

➢ Simulate potential problems by simulating realistic market 

features.

➢ Simulate the effects of control features/actions – some of which 

are  predictable.

➢ Improve understanding of potential problems and solutions.



Eternal Coin

Key Choices For The Project



Our Questions

♦ We will step gently through the feedback document; tell us just what 

you want to say.

♦ About you just:

➢ Type of interest

➢ Background

♦ Six areas: each time…

➢ Priority of ideas we might include.

➢ Ideas we have missed completely.

➢ Features we intend that actually are not worthwhile.

➢ Other potential mistakes in our reasoning so far.



Cryptocurrency Control Objectives

Already intended:

➢ The stability of the exchange rate with major fiat currencies.

➢ The overall efficiency of the cryptocurrency system (e.g. cost per 

transaction).

➢ The number of users of the cryptocurrency.

➢ The number of node operators/miners participating.

Is it important to add?:

➢ The extent to which real goods and services are bought using the 

cryptocurrency.

➢ The extent to which real goods and services have stable prices 

advertised in cryptocurrency.

➢ The distribution of cryptocurrency use; more even is better and 

super-concentrated is a problem.



Cryptocurrency Features

Already intended:

➢ How and when new cryptocoins are created and who gets them 

first. (Mining/operation rewards, direct sale, indirect sale, various 

schedules)

➢ Cost of transactions, with and without mining, but not details of 

consensus algorithms.

➢ Benefits to node operators (and miners if relevant).

➢ The cryptocurrency having one or two types of token.

➢ Tying the cryptocoins to an asset.

➢ Different starting points: none minted, some minted, hard fork.

Is it important to add?:

➢ Throughput of transactions; is it relevant economically?



Economic Environment Features

Already intended:

➢ At least 2 fiat currencies – for ‘international’ payments.

➢ Competing payment systems with their costs.

➢ At least one currency exchange.

➢ At least order-driven, continuous time currency exchange and 

quote-driven exchange (with a market maker).

➢ A varying level & type of buzz around cryptocurrencies generally.

➢ Goods for sale priced in fiat currency, fiat and cryptocurrency, and 

just cryptocurrency.

➢ Catastrophic events (e.g. hacks, arrests, security scares)

Is it important to add?:

➢ Other, competing cryptocurrencies.

➢ Loans and their interest rates.



Human Behaviour Features

Already intended:

➢ A large population of people, only a few of whom are interested in 

cryptocurrencies.

➢ Varying interest in cryptocurrencies generally.

➢ Varying interest willingness to participate in new cryptocurrencies.

➢ Unequal distribution of wealth and consumption.

➢ Agents taking more than one role (e.g. speculator + merchant, 

speculator + miner) from: speculator, customer, merchant, 

exchange operator, miner/node operator.

➢ Agents opting in or out of the various roles.

➢ Sensitivity to publicity/sales effort/news/etc – ‘buzz’ or ‘sentiment’.

➢ Sensitivity to exchange fees and transaction fees.

Continues



Human Behaviour Features

Already intended (continued):

➢ Contrarian trading on the currency exchange(s).

➢ Market following trading on the currency exchange(s).

➢ Varying levels of short termism and reactivity to new information.

Is it important to add?:

➢ Speculators who ‘pump and dump’.

➢ Speculators who try to exploit predictable regulatory actions (e.g. 

buying cryptocurrency to support the price).

➢ Burstiness (sporadic interest in using the cryptocurrency).



Control Mechanism Features

Already intended:

➢ Providing information about the use and value of the 

cryptocurrency.

➢ Controllable level of promotional effort.

➢ Small rule variations for order-driven exchanges that may have an 

effect on price evolution.

➢ Rule variations for quote-driven exchanges that will affect price 

evolution.

Is it important to add?:

➢ Direct transaction controls of some kind.

➢ Deals that motivate users to hold cryptocurrency and not use it.

➢ Derivatives that can be used to hedge.

➢ Providing an online catalogue of goods or services advertised with 

cryptocurrency prices.



Other Choices

Already intended:

➢ Viewing the simulation day by day or in more or less detail.

➢ Some way to test some aspects of performance against real world 

data.

➢ ‘Presets’ to make it easier to set up simulation parameters that 

match typical cryptocurrency situations.

Is it important to add?:

➢ Ability to set up groups of people with access to the same 

simulations.



Conclusion

♦ We hope you found that interesting and thank you for your contribution.

♦ Please pass on some links to anyone you know who should be aware 

of this work.

♦ It is a somewhat pioneering project and will need at least a couple of 

months of design and development.

♦ There will be information updates in future from Long Finance.



Eternal Coin

Questions And Suggestions?



Eternal Coin Research



Demonstration Stills - Logon



Load Existing Simulation



Simulation Trials List



Trial Overview



Participation Charts



Exchange Rate Chart



Timing



Some Agent Settings



The (Pseudo)random element



Changing Promotional Effort



Effect On Participation



Effect On Exchange Rate


